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Reclaimed setts, cobbles & natural stones
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‘‘Nobléma owes its existence to my love of natural stone
combined with a passion for travel. I created my company
in 2002 after a backpacking journey across China. I was
fascinated by this magnificent country and by the hospitality
of its inhabitants. With my curiosity fired by this first voyage,
I headed off to discover new horizons, which is how I came
to discover various quarries of granite and other stones:
sandstone in India, quartzite in Brazil, blue stone in Vietnam,
granite in Portugal…
I wanted to meet the people who were to become my
suppliers and visit their quarries and businesses, and maintaining regular contact with these men and families who work
with stone continues to be one of the most enriching aspects
of my work. Villages have sprung up around these quarries
that have become the source of livelihood for many and it
has been important for me to create ties that enable us to
communicate and to understand one another’s needs,
especially considering the distance that separates us. A more
formal aspect of the relationship begins, of course,with the
choice and the selection of the stones, the placing of orders
and the carrying out of quality controls.

Japan

We are always on the lookout for innovative ideas and
new processes. For some projects we travel regularly to the
quarries to explain the different plans, in order to live
up to our clients’ expectations and to meet their requirements. Seeking out and selecting beauty for you, that’s what
Nobléma is all about. We are totally committed to obtaining
the highest quality for our clients and to finding exactly the
right stone required for their projects.
The total satisfaction of our clients and a durable, quality
relationship with our suppliers remain Nobléma’s topmost
priorities.’’

Pierrick SECCO
Director

Overseas
Departments
and Territories

United Arab Emirates

Mauritius

Nobléma
in the world ...
Export
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Reclaimed setts, the authenticity and charm of the past

ur reclaimed 19th century setts bring with them
the charm and authenticity of times past and will
meet all your criteria in terms of style and elegance.
Irregular in form, with uneven surfaces and an incomparable
natural patina, they blend in beautifully with any decor and are
perfect for creating the most outstanding landscaping designs.
These reclaimed setts are marketed by Nobléma® through
France and internationally, in the USA, Japan, Great Britain and
Switzerland.

Reclaimed setts

Our reclaimed setts are from France or Northern Europe and are
named after the French towns where they are typically found.
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We stock a large range of reclaimed setts, cobbles and
kerbstones in sandstone or granite from Paris, Lyon, Versailles,
Fontainebleau, Northern France: Pavés de Paris®, Pavés de Lyon®,
Pavés de Versailles®, Pavés du Nord®, Pavés de Fontainebleau®,
Pavés Napoléon®, Pavés du roi®.
We also market setts that we have sawn in order to obtain the flat
surface required for ease of access for persons of reduced mobility.
Discover our
kerbstones…

reclaimed

setts,

cobbles,

edgestones

and
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Rustic and full of charm to embellish your exteriors

Lyon granite setts
Pavés de Lyon®

Lyon granite setts
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Mix of colours
Tend to be darker in shade
• Grey
• Bronze
• Slightly beige and pink in shade

SIZES
• 13x13x13 cm (= 5x5x5 In)
• 14x14x14 cm (= 5.5x5.5x5.5 In)
• 14x20x14 cm (= 5.5x8x5.5 In)
• 18x18x18 cm (= 7x7x7 In)

235 kg/m²
250 kg/m²
265 kg/m²
320 kg/m²

(= 518 lb per sq/ft)
(= 551 lb per sq/ft)
(= 584 lb per sq/ft)
(= 705 lb per sq/ft)
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The warmth of colour and incomparable natural patina that only the passage of time can provide
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Paris granite setts

Paris granite setts
Pavés de Paris®

Mix of colours
Colourful and lighter in shade
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• Beige
• Pinkish hue
• Grey

ONE SIZE ONLY
•14x20x14 cm (= 5.5x8x5.5 In)

265 kg/m² (= 584 lb per sq/ft)
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Slightly domed to encourage drivers to slow down!

Versailles sandstone setts
Pavés de Versailles®

Versailles sandstone setts
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Mix of colours
Tend to be of a rather darker shade
• Beige
• Brown
• Caramel
• Grey

SIZES
• 14x14x14 cm (= 5.5x5.5x5.5 In)
• 14x20x14 cm (= 5.5x8x5.5 In)
• 18x18x18 cm (= 7x7x7 In)

250 kg/m² (= 551 lb per sq/ft)
265 kg/m² (= 584 lb per sq/ft)
320 kg/m² (= 705 lb per sq/ft)
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A plus for the environment with setts that are reusable indefinitely
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Fontainebleau sandstone setts
Pavés de Fontainebleau®

Fontainebleau sandstone setts
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Mix of colours
Lighter in shade
• Beige
• Brown
• Caramel

SIZES
• 14x14x14 cm to 17x17x17cm (= 5.5x5.5x5.5 In to 6.7x6.7 x6.7 In)
250 kg/m² (= 551 lb per sq/ft)
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Basalt setts from Northern France
Pavés du Nord®

For cycling enthusiasts these darker setts will call to mind the cobbled stretches of the famous
Paris-Roubaix race
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Basalt setts from Northern France

Mix of colours
Very dark in shade :
• Black
• Dark grey
• Light grey

ONE SIZE ONLY
• 14x14x14 cm (= 5.5x5.5x5.5 In)

250 kg/m² (= 551 lb per sq/ft)
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A mix of colours and sizes, these setts all differ from one another
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king’s setts

King’s setts
Pavés du Roi®

Mix of colours
Very colourful shades:
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• Bronze
• Beige
• Pinkish hue
• Caramel
• Grey

Mixed sizes
• 14x14x14 cm (= 5.5x5.5x5.5 In)
• 14x20x14 cm (= 5.5x8x5.5 In)
• 18x18x18 cm (= 7x7x7 In)

275 kg/m² (= 606 Ib per sq/ft)

A MIX OF SANDSTONE AND GRANITE SETTS
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Very big setts to conjure an atmosphere of times past…

Napoleon setts
Pavés Napoléon®

NAPOLEON SETTS IN GRANITE OR SANDSTONE
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Mix of colours
• Our granite comes in grey
and bronze nuances, mixed
• Our sandstone comes in
nuances of beige, brown, grey
and caramel, mixed

SIZES
• 18x18x18 cm to 25x25x25 cm (= 7x7x7 In to 10x10x10 In)
350 kg/m² (= 772 Ib per sq/ft)
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Setts laid in a crescent shape to embellish your paths and approaches…
suitable for vehicular traffic
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Mosaic setts

Mosaic setts

Mix of colours
• Our granite comes in shades
of grey and bronze, mixed
• Our sandstone is available
in beige, brown, grey and
caramel shades, mixed
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SIZES
• 8/10 cm (= 3 In / 4 In)
• 10/12 cm (= 4 In / 4.7 In)

160 kg/m² (= 353 lb per sq/ft)
165 kg/m2 (= 364 lb per sq/ft)
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Sawn reclaimed setts

These reclaimed setts with sawn tops offer pedestrians a comfortable walking surface

SAWN RECLAIMED SETTS

Lyon sawn setts

From:
Paris
Lyon
Versailles
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Paris sawn setts

Mix of colours
• Our granite is available in grey, bronze, beige and a pinkish hue, mixed
• Our sandstone is available in beige, brown, grey and caramel, mixed

Paris Sawn setts

Versailles sawn setts

SIZES
• 14x14x6/8 cm (= 5.5x5.5x2.5/3 In)
• 14x20x6/8 cm (= 5.5x8x2.5/3 In)
• 14x14x9/11 cm (= 5.5x5.5x3.5/4.5 In)
• 14x20x9/11 cm (= 5.5x8x3.5/4.5 In)

135 kg/m²
140 kg/m²
200 kg/m²
205 kg/m²

(298 lb per sq/ft)
(309 lb per sq/ft)
(441 lb per sq/ft)
(452 lb per sq/ft)
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Flat, straight edged pavers, perfect for your courtyard

Natural stone pavers

NATURAL STONE PAVERS IN SANDSTONE
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Mix of colours
• Grey
• Brown
• Caramel
• Beige

SIZES
• 14x14x6/12 cm (= 5.5x5.5x2.5/4.7 In)		
• 16x16x6/12 cm (= 6.5x6.5x2.5/4.7 In)		

160 kg/m² (353 lb per sq/ft)
160 kg/m² (353 lb per sq/ft)
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Thinner reclaimed setts that can be laid on a surface that is already in place

THINNER SETTS
The tops are sawn off these setts so that they can then be laid on a pre-existing concrete slab.

Thinner setts

Mix of colours
• Our granite is available in grey,
bronze, beige and a pinkish hue,
mixed
• Our sandstone is available
in beige, brown, grey and
caramel, mixed

From:
Paris
Lyon
Versailles
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SIZES
• 15x15x thickness 2 to 5 cm (= 6x6x thickness 1 to 2 In) 90 kg/m2 (= 198 lb per sq/ft)
• 15x20x thickness 2 to 5 cm (= 6x8x thickness 1 to 2 In) 90 kg/m2 (= 198 lb per sq/ft)

Thinner Paris setts
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Reclaimed granite edging stones

Small edging stones to delimit your paths and approaches
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SMALLER GRANITE EDGING STONES

Mix of colours
• Grey
• Beige
• Caramel
• Brown

SIZES
• 15x35x width 35 to 45 cm

(= 6x14x width 14 to 18 In)

80 kg/ml (= 176 lb per Lft)
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Give free rein to your imagination in creating steps, pond & pool coping, planters etc.
with these kerbstones and edgestones
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Reclaimed granite Kerbs

GRANITE KERBSTONES AND EDGESTONES
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Mix of colours
• Grey
• Beige
• Pinkish hue
• Bronze

SIZES
Edgestones
• 15x35x width 35 to 45 cm (= 6x14x width 14 to 18 In)

80 kg/ml (= 176 lb per Lft)

Kerbstones
• 17x30x width 70 à 120cm (= 6.7x12x width 27.5 to 47 In) 140kg/ml (= 309 lb per Lft)
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Cobbles

O ur cobbles bring charm and authenticity to your landsca-

ping projects, enhancing your exteriors. Nobléma® markets
these river cobbles, known as calades, throughout France.
Once used to surface narrow village streets and town squares,
these cobbles form part of France’s regional heritage.
Using cobbles offers numerous advantages:
· A plus for the environment due to the proximity of our suppliers in France or elsewhere in Europe;
· The enhancement of your urban spaces with the charm and
originality of natural stone suitable for both pedestrian and
vehicular access;

Cobbles

· A comfortable walking surface obtained by sawing or hewing
cobbles, making the surfaces easily accessible for persons
with reduce mobility.
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Nobléma® stocks a wide range of cobbles:
· cobbles known as ‘‘cat’s heads”: whole cobbles
· cobbles known as ‘‘stable cobbles’’: cobbles with hewn tops
· cobbles known as ‘‘provençal cobbles’’: cobbles with sawn tops
(for reduce mobility users)
Our river cobbles are from France or Northern Europe and are
named after French towns where they are typically found.
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Whole cobbles known as « Cats’ heads»
34
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The incomparable charm of whole cobbles

WHOLE COBBLES KNOWN AS «CATS’ HEADS»
Colourful, domed cobbles with rounded forms, worn by the passage of time and water, they call to mind the quarried stone of our narrow
village streets.

Mix of colours
Tend to be light in colour
Mix of granite, limestone, basalt
Yellow, grey, caramel

SIZES
• 60/80 mm (= 2.5 In / 3 In)
• 80/120 mm (= 3 In / 4.7 In)
• 150/200mm (= 6 In / 8 In)

115 kg/m2 (= 253 lb per sq/ft)
135 kg/m2 (= 298 lb per sq/ft)
175 kg/m2 (= 386 lb per sq/ft)
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With their roughened surface, these cobbles bring a rustic touch to your creations
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HEWN COBBLES KNOWN AS “STABLE COBBLES”

Hewn “stable” cobbles

Cobbles with irregular hewn surfaces: these colourful cobbles with rounded forms and flat rustic surfaces call to mind the floors of barns
of the past and bring charm and originality to your landscaping projects.
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Mix of colours
Tend to be light in colour
Mix of granite, limestone, basalt
Yellow, grey, caramel

SIZES
• 80/120 mm (= 3 In / 4.7 In)
• 120/200mm (= 4.7 In/8 In)

115 kg/m2 (= 253 lb per sq/ft)
135 kg/m2 (= 298 lb per sq/ft)
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With sawn tops they remain suitable for comfortable pedestrian access

SAWN COBBLES KNOWN AS «PROVENÇAL COBBLES»

Sawn « Provençal » cobbles

Colourful cobbles with sawn tops and rounded forms that call to mind provincial village squares.
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Mix of colours
Tend to be very light in colour
Mix of granite, limestone,
basalt (cobbles from France or
elsewhere in Europe)
Yellow, grey, caramel

SIZES
• 80/120 mm (= 3 In / 4.7 In)
• 120/200mm (= 4.7 In / 8 In)

130 kg/m² (= 287 lb per sq/ft)
150 kg/m2 (= 331 lb per sq/ft)
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Natural stones

T

hey offer many advantages and are often a key element in
enhancing your exterior. They bring an original touch to your
terraces, poolsides etc. With a variety of finishes and textures
available, they are suitable for the creation of many different types of
decor.

Natural stones

Nobléma® imports its setts, slabs, edges, flats, capping and coping for
walls, ponds and fountains etc. directly from the quarries.
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Our principal stone quarries are located in Europe for Alto Douro®
granite, Lisboa® slate and Pierre des Alpes® gneiss, to favour a short
supply chain.
At our landscaped garden in the French Alps you will find a presentation of our different natural stones.
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Brings a contemporary style to your exteriors
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ALTO DOURO® GRANITE
Alto Douro granite is perfect for the creation of your exteriors: slabs, setts, capping, edges, ponds etc.
Its texture varies from fine to average grain and it is extremely regular in colour. Granite offers numerous advantages: it is remarkably
resistant and easy to maintain. The wide choice of colours and finishes available make it easily adaptable to both contemporary and
more traditional decors.

Alto Douro® granite

A CHOICE OF COLOURS
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• Light grey or dark grey
• Very finely grained grey
• Beige or pinkish hue

STANDARDS OR CUSTOMISED FORMATS
• Calibrated setts: 10x10x6 cm (= 4x4x2.5 In), 15x15x6 cm (= 6x6x2.5 In),
14x20x6 cm (= 5.5x8x2.5 In)
• Slabs: 60x60x3 cm (= 24x24x1 In), 80x80x3 cm (= 31.5x31.5x1 In),
100x100x3 cm (= 39.5x39.5x1 In), 40x60x3 cm (= 16x24x1 In)
• Capping: 30x60x3 cm (= 12x24x1 In), 30x100x4 cm (= 12x39.5x1.5 In)
• Kerbs, Edges: 6x20x100 cm (= 2.5x8x39.5 In), 8x20x100 cm (= 3x8x39.5 In),
14x25x100 cm (= 5.5x10x39.5 In)
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Elegance guaranteed!
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LISBOA® SLATE
Slate is a noble, elegant stone that will enhance your exteriors. Slate is perfectly resistant to the wear and tear of time and weather and
brings a natural, unpolished look to your creations. It adapts easily to contemporary exteriors and interiors. Uniform in colour with a
structured aspect, it has a fibred surface when hewn.

COLOURS

Lisboa® slate

Black with traces of oxidation
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STANDARDS OR CUSTOMISED FORMATS
• Slabs: 60x60x3 cm (= 24x24x1 In), 80x80x3 cm (= 31.5x31.5x1 In),
100x100x3 cm (= 39.5x39.5x1 In), 40x60x3 cm (= 16x24x1 In)
• Capping: 30x60x3 cm (= 12x24x1 In), 30x100x4 cm (=12x39.5x1.5 In)
• Steps: 15x35x100 cm (= 6x14x39.5 In), 15x40x100 cm (= 6x16x39.5 In)
• Pickets and flats: 8/10 cm x customised lengths (= 3/4 In x customised lengths)
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The noblest of materials
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GRÈS D’ORIENT® SANDSTONE

Grès d’Orient® sandstone

Resistant and easy to maintain, this is the ideal choice for a terrace. This stone is suitable for all styles of terrace, sunny, shady, classic
or modern. Sandstone is a sedimentary rock that we market in the form of setts, slabs and pond and pool coping…
Grès d’orient® sandstone presents a structured surface and comes in finely nuanced shades and looks.
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CHOICE OF COLOURS OR MIXED
• Greyish hue
• Beige hue
• Caramel hue

STANDARDS OR CUSTOMISED FORMATS
• Calibrated setts: 10x10x7/9 cm (= 4x4x2.75/3.5 In), 14x14x6/8 cm (= 5.5x5.5x2.5/3 In),
14x20x6/8 cm (= 5.5x8x2.5/3 In)
• Calibrated slabs: 40x60x3 cm (= 16x24x1 In), 60x90x3 cm (= 24x35.5x1 In)
• Steps: 15x35x100 cm (= 6x14x39.5 In), 15x40x100 cm (= 6x16x39.5 In)
• Kerbs, edges: 8x20x100 cm (= 3x8x39.5 In)
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Defying time and fashion, timeless Pierre des Alpes® gneiss
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PIERRE DES ALPES® GNEISS

Pierre des Alpes® gneiss

Pierre des Alpes gneiss retains all its authenticity and charm, enhancing your exteriors with all the elegance of this noble stone with its structured surface, slight relief and a soft shine depending on the luminosity, with colours ranging from beige to bluish-grey to green. Gneiss
will bring limitless style to your projects with its extremely natural look. Setts, slabs, pool coping, flats to create your garden walls; gneiss
is available in various forms.
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CHOICE OF COLOURS OR MIXED
• Bluish grey
• Grey, green, beige mixed

STANDARDS OR CUSTOMISED FORMATS
• Calibrated setts: 15x15x6/8 cm (= 6x6x2.5/3 In), 14x20x6/8 cm (= 5.5x8x2.5/3 In),
8/10 cm (=3 In/4 In)
• Slabs: 60x60x3 cm (= 24x24x1 In), 80x80x3 cm (= 31.5x31.5x1 In)
• Flat stones: 6/8 cm (= 2.5 In/3 In), 8/10 cm (= 3 In/4 In), 10/14 cm (= 4/5.5 In)
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Packing – time limits - transport
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PACKING – DELIVERY TIMES - TRANSPORT
Our packing methods comply with rigorous specifications. Delivery is made in tarped trucks with a maximum load of 25 tonnes (= 24,6 tn)
or in dump trucks for bulk consignments.

Reclaimed setts

Cobbles

Natural stones

Our reclaimed setts are shipped in big bags
with a maximum weight of 1.7 tonnes per big
bag (= 1.67 t per big bag), that is, an average of
6.5 m2 per big bag (= 70 sq/ft per big bag) for
15x15x15 cm / 6x6x6 In setts (with 250 kg per
m2 (=551 lb per sq/ft) joints included)

Our cobbles are shipped in big bags or on
pallets with a maximum weight of 1.7 tonnes
per big bag (= 1.67 t per big bag), that is, on
average 13 m2 (= 140 sq/ft) per big bag
(with 130 kg per m2 (= 287 lb per sq/ft) joints
included).

Our setts, slabs, coping and headers are
shipped on strapped, shrink-wrapped pallets, with a maximum weight of 1.7 tonnes
(= 1.67 t).

Our delivery time is 1 week for the products
that we have in stock.

Delivery times are 2 to 4 weeks for products
we have in stock.

Our delivery times are of 1 week for products
we have in stock and 4 to 12 weeks depending on the stones ordered.

.

Please take note that the client must provide and finance the means of unloading the deliveries made in big bags.
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UK

189 allée des Érables
73420 Drumettaz-Clarafond, FRANCE
Motorway A41, Exit N° 13
Tel: +44 20 8089 2808
E-mail: info@noblema.com
English spoken
Our offices and landscaped exhibition
garden are open from
Monday to Friday 8:30 – 18:00
Saturday mornings upon appointment
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